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As is known from the sources, Pythagorean societies included both
men and women in perfect equality. Admittance to the community
was after strict examination and under the condition of years of silence.1

The requirements for initiation into the Pythagorean philosophy, and
the subsequent duties, were common to both men and women without
exception. Women, however, were further assigned some extra duties,
which, according to the Pythagoreans, were proper to their sex. Thus,
although we treat Pythagorean morals as a whole, without distinction
between men and women, we cannot ignore some, perhaps later,
peculiarities concerning the morals of women.

Apart from scientific differences, it is certain that the Pythagorean
school was distinguished from similar ones by its moral direction.
According to several scholars, the Pythagorean school, as its way of
life, morals, beliefs and political pursuits showed, undoubtedly
originated from moral and religious motives.2 But a real picture of
its moral tendencies and orientations cannot be accurately drawn
from later descriptions. Pythagoras undoubtedly had the intention
of establishing a seed-plot for the cultivation of piety and strict
principles of temperance, order, obedience to rulers and to the law,
bravery, loyal friendship and, generally, all those virtues which,
according to the Greek and especially the Dorian perspective,
characterize the brave man, and which are particularly stressed in
the Pythagorean apophthegms on morals.

It has been claimed that the Pythagorean doctrines remained
carefully confined to the limits of the school and that any transgression
was followed by a severe reprimand. It is unlikely, regardless of
their symbolic religious meaning, that the philosophical doctrines
and the mathematical theorems were kept secret. Besides, the
distinction between internal and external students in the Pythagorean
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organization was due to other reasons than secrecy.3 Pythagoras was
interested in spreading his doctrines on virtue, and contradictory
evidence either reflects popular beliefs or dates from much later.

The Pythagoreans exacted above all worship of gods and demons,
and a genuine respect for parents and for the laws and traditions of
one’s native town, which should not be frivolously replaced by foreign
ones. They considered anarchy as a major vice, for they believed that
it is not possible for the human race to live and thrive without some
kind of authority. Rulers and ruled ought to be bound together by
mutual friendship: 

 Each citizen must subordinate
himself to the whole. The young and the adolescent must be educated
for the state; the men of mature years and the old must act for it. The
Pythagorean philosophy also recommends loyalty, trust and tolerance
in friendship; obedience of the young to the older; gratitude towards
parents and benefactors. He who possesses a true love for the beautiful
will not turn to external luxury, but to moral activity and to internal
self-sufficiency. Science flourishes only where it is practised with
zeal and love. In fact, this Pythagorean belief may account for several
prohibitions, symbolisms5 and regulations  In some cases,
man is dependent upon luck, but in most he is the master of his own
destiny.

From the same spirit derive the moral ‘regulations’ of the Golden
Verses, which are addressed to both men and women: respect towards
gods and parents, loyalty towards friends, justice and tolerance towards
everyone, temperance, propriety, modesty, self-discipline, prudence,
chastity, wisdom, submission to destiny, regular self-control, prayer,
attendance at holy ceremonies, abstinence from impure fare,
approaching temples in clean attire and with a clear mind, avoidance
of extravagant desires, keeping secrets and sworn oaths. If all these
duties are fulfilled, there is hope for a blissful lot after death.6 Faith in
a posthumous recompense enjoined an absolute acceptance of the
moral order in the family, the state and social contact in general.

Originally,  (the Latin virtus) did not have an ethical meaning
for the Presocratic philosophers. It had meant the group of qualities
that make man extraordinary and perfect, so that he excels among
others. Some scholars argue that, no matter how unquestionable the
religious and moral nature of Pythagoreanism, it is not possible to
claim that Pythagoreanism established an ethical system. Ethos, for
the Pythagoreans, is confused with religion, and religion has two
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aspects: one is purely theoretical, where natural science is reduced
to the science of numbers; the other is purely practical, and reduced
to deeds and rituals. Ethical life has the purpose of liberating the
soul from passions, which keep it a slave to the body, and of giving
it absolute freedom; for the soul knows no other law or bonds other
than those of reason and action.7

Pythagorean philosophy and its followers’ way of life helped them
to achieve divine perfection. Philosophy is an arduous task indeed,
and a philosopher is one who seeks to conceive the universe as
cosmos (a word which etymologically means ornament), as a
harmonious order of beauty, and to achieve this beauty of harmony
in his personal life. Pythagoreanism teaches the virtues of devotion,
faith, piety and measure through harmony as a dominating principle.8

Human life is an effort, a trial, and death is not its end but only a
transition towards regeneration according to the laws of just
recompense.

We know that the primary concern of Pythagoreanism was the
study of order, propriety or  (notice the etymological
connection with ‘cosmos’) rather than the material essence of the
universe or natural changes: that is why they tried to comply with
‘cosmic’ laws. The concept of propriety and harmony in moral life
was expounded by Perictione in her work, On Woman’s Harmony:9

One must deem the harmonious woman to be full of wisdom and
self-control; a soul must be exceedingly conscious of goodness to
be just and courageous and wise, embellished with self-sufficiency
and hating empty opinion.

(trans. V.L.Harper)
 

For woman, harmony is prudence and temperance. These virtues
are also found recommended by Pythagoras in his ‘speech’ to women.
A woman’s soul, says Pythagoras, must seek virtue in order to become
just, brave, reasonable, self-sufficient, by qualities adapted to her
nature, and disliking vain glory. The harmonious nature of woman
must not be disturbed by lack of wealth, noble descent, glory or
other things that are often more harmful than useful and cause envy
and hate:
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But let her not think that nobility of birth, and wealth, and coming
from a great city altogether are necessities, nor the good opinion
and friendship of eminent and kingly men. If these should be the
case, it does not hurt. But, if not, wishing does not make them so.
Even if these should be allotted to her, let her soul not pursue the
grand and wonderful. Let her walk also apart from them. They
harm more than they help, dragging one into misfortune.
Treachery and envy and malice abide with them; such a woman
would not be serene.

 

The prudent woman, without refusing any material goods she
happens to own, should not pursue ‘the grand and the wonderful’.
A woman’s conduct does not concern herself alone, but is reflected
upon the whole family. Woman is the most basic foundation of an
oikos (household), as perceived and hallowed by the Pythagoreans.

We know that there was a connection between ethics and politics
in Pythagorean society. Ethics becomes prominent in politics.
Perictione, inspired by these Pythagorean doctrines, presents this
most clearly:

 

If, at any rate, such a woman should govern cities and tribes, as
we see in the case of a royal city.

 

She might have had in mind the great queens Semiramis, Tomyris
and Artemisia, who excited great admiration in antiquity. It is
therefore obvious that Perictione does not exclude Pythagorean
women from participating in politics. What is of importance here is
that the distinction between oikos (household) for females and polis
(city) for males does not hold.

In the following passage, Perictione is deeply animated by the
moral principles of earlier Pythagoreans:12  
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Having mastery over appetite and high feeling, she will be
righteous and harmonious; no lawless desires will impel her. She
will preserve a loving disposition towards her husband and
children and entire household. As many women as become lovers
of alien beds become enemies of all at home, gentry and servants
alike. Such a woman continually contrives lies and deceits for her
husband and fabricates falsehoods about everything to him, in
order that she may seem to excel in good will and, though she
loves idleness, may seem to govern the house to such an extent,
let these things be said.

 
The Pythagorean beliefs about illegitimate liaisons were the strictest
of all those expressed by other ancient philosophers. They were the
only ones to judge illegitimate relationships that were tolerated by
common law. That is, not only did they prohibit what was condemned
by the law, namely the wife’s unfaithfulness to her husband, but
they also regarded the husband’s unfaithfulness to the wife as equally
unjust despite the prevailing local custom; for the Pythagoreans
professed complete equality between men and women. Moreover,
they did not distinguish between social classes in the discharge of
social duties. Both free men and slaves were on an equal footing.

Pythagoras urges a life lived ‘chastely and piously’, and Perictione
talks about temperance of desires. A woman must be ‘righteous’

 and ‘harmonious’  The conduct of a law-breaking,
deceiving or lying woman is both pitiable and improper and,
furthermore, it disturbs the harmony of her soul. This is why
Perictione recommends harmony and love for one’s family, husband,
children and domestics. Virtue is harmony, and so is every other
good quality. All these are in agreement with the Pythagorean beliefs
about women, as derived from the Master’s speech to the women of
Croton:
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He also exhorted the women to use words of good omen through
the whole of life, and to endeavour that others may predict good
things of them. He likewise admonished them not to destroy
popular renown, nor to blame the writers of fables, who surveying
the justice of women, from their accommodating others with
garments and ornaments, without a witness, when it is necessary
for some other person to use them, and that neither litigation nor
contradiction are produced from this confidence,—have feigned
that three women used but one eye in common, an account of the
facility of the communion with each other.

(trans. T.Taylor)

The order  (to use words of good omen), as addressed to
women, is fully adapted to the ancient Greek conception of women’s
position in society, which hardly differs from modern Greek reality.

 or good reputation for a woman, was absolute silence about
her name, as is similarly reported by Thucydides.14

Pythagoras, according to Iamblichus, characterizes women as ‘just’
 because they are willing to share their possessions with

others and do this with great generosity. Perictione repeats this, as
we saw on p. 124  This is brave behaviour on
the part of women and is never observed among men. Trust without
witnesses or oaths is another Pythagorean female virtue.

The virtue of female simplicity, as professed by Pythagoras, is also
repeated by Perictione: 

 (‘embellished with self-sufficiency and hating all empty
opinion’). As is known, the great philosopher influenced women
and children through his personal prestige towards temperance and
frugality, and recommended the avoidance of luxury; and in this
almost all our sources are in agreement.

Next Pythagoras treats the subject of ‘temperance’:
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In the next place, he spoke concerning temperance…afterwards
he exhorted them to consider that this alone among the virtues
was adapted to a boy and a virgin, to a woman, and to the order
of those of a more advanced age; and that it was especially
accommodated to the younger part of the community. He also
added that this virtue alone comprehended the goods both of
body and soul…for when the barbarians and the Greeks warred
against one another about Troy, each of them fell into the most
dreadful calamities, through the incontinence of one man.

Besides frugality, temperance is presented as a fundamental virtue
for everyone and as one of primary importance both for the mind
and for the soul. In the passage, the ‘virgin’ is distinct from the
‘woman’, and the word  (incontinence) is used instead of

  (intemperance). At any rate, it is the opposite of the virtue
of  (temperance).

The fact that measure, order and harmony were held by the early
Pythagoreans to be the foundations of moral and social life is also
known from Plato’s Gorgias.15 There Plato says that the Pythagorean
‘wise men’ profess social contact, friendship, propriety and justice as
cosmic principles. The same holds good for the terms  (friendship)
and  (philanthropy) in the passage. Next he urges us to
notice the ‘geometric equality’ and the ‘concord’ among them.

A continuity of Pythagorean ‘prudence’, in the narrow sense of
women’s prudence, is found in Phintys’ On Woman’s Prudence.16 The
virtues are now determined and distinguished among the sexes:  

A woman must be altogether good and orderly; without excellence
she would never become so. The excellence appropriate to each
thing makes superior that which is receptive of it.
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According to Phintys, a woman should become good and decent,
and without virtue she cannot become such. The female virtue par
excellence is prudence, which is suitable for women, as eye virtue is
for eyes, ear virtue for ears and so on:17

 

The excellence appropriate to the eyes makes the eyes so, that
appropriate to hearing, the faculty of hearing, that appropriate to
a horse, a horse, that appropriate to a man, a man. So too the
excellence appropriate to a woman makes a woman excellent.
The excellence most appropriate to a woman is moderation.

 

The main female virtue, therefore, is moderation. According to this
Pythagorean, there are occupations which are suitable for men and
others which are suitable for women. There are also virtues which
are common to both men and women:18

 

I agree that men should be generals and city officials and politicians,
and women should keep house and stay inside and receive and
take care of their husbands. But I believe that courage, justice and
intelligence are qualities that men and women have in common.

(trans. M.R.Lefkowitz)
 

This passage reveals clearly: first, a deviation from Pythagorean
beliefs, as we know them from speeches attributed to Pythagoras;
second, the much later language of the text; third, that these words
would fit better in a fourth- or third-century BC Ionian or Athenian
setting, if they had been written in the Attic dialect. Therefore, Phintys
cannot have been Lacedaimonian, particularly as her words are
contrary to the ethos of Lacedaimonian state.

With the virtues common to men and women, we come back to the
Pythagorean positions without excluding Platonic. One of these
common virtues is the health of both body and soul:19 

(‘And
just as it is beneficial for the body of each to be healthy, so too, it is
beneficial for the soul to be healthy.’) The virtues of the body are
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health, strength, sensitivity and beauty. There are virtues which are
suitable for men, as there are virtues more appropriate for women.
Courage and quick resolution are more suitable for man because of the
constitution of his body and the strength of his soul. Modest reticence is
more appropriate for woman: 20

Without condemning learned women or women philosophers,
Phintys recommended, besides intelligence and study, the virtue of
prudence, the fruits of which are propriety, modesty and reticence.
These virtues give grace to women. With the virtue of prudence,
woman  (‘will
be able to honour and love her husband’). Conjugal faith is considered
to be the first necessary condition for female prudence.

Similarly, another Pythagorean, Melissa, characterizes conjugal
faith as ‘beautiful’: 

 (‘a free woman should appear beautiful
to her husband, not to outsiders’).21 According to Melissa, a basic
condition for a woman seeking ‘prudence’ (here she uses a strong
verb,  used by epic and tragic poets, which means ‘to desire
ardently, to fight for something’) is not luxury of attire but, first, the
correct management of her home; and, second, her endeavour to be
liked by her husband only.

The learned women of that period must have been taking private
lessons and must have been familiar with the theories of Xenophon
and Aristotle, and this can be concluded from the similarities of
their texts.

The following passage by Phintys again can be considered as a
sample of the private and public life in ancient Greece, as far as the
position of women is concerned:22

 

Women of importance leave the house to sacrifice to the leading
divinity on behalf of themselves and their husbands and their
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households. They do not leave home at night nor in the evening
and they make their departures from the market-place openly, to
attend a festival or to make some purchase, accompanied by a
single female servant or at most leading two servants by the hand.
They offer prayers at sacrifice to the gods also to the best of their
abilities. They keep away from secret cults and Cybeline orgies
in their homes.

The time when the market-place was crowded was the most
appropriate for a woman to come out of the women’s quarters of the
house. Except for the phrase  nothing else here is
reminiscent of the Pythagorean tradition.

Man outside the home and woman inside it23 epitomizes, as is
well known, the grandeur of ancient Athenian society. Silence was
recommended for women, as well as staying at home. Endless silence.
This kind of silence is different from the one that Pythagoras
recommended and exacted from his male and female students in
order to be certain of their secrecy. He did not accept chatty or
ambitious women. Temperance of speech was held to be most difficult
to achieve. This silence was called  (discretion) or

Another Pythagorean, Lysis, praises the courage of Damo,
Pythagoras’ daughter, who followed the Pythagorean tradition and,
although she had fallen into extreme poverty, kept Pythagoras’
‘memoranda’, that is his written works, and refused to hand them
over even for big material offers:

Many say you should philosophize in public, which Pythagoras
forbade. He carefully set aside his notes, giving them to his
daughter, Damo, with the instruction that she was to surrender
them to no one outside the household. And she, although she
was able to sell his works for much money, declined, thinking
poverty and her father’s instructions more valuable than gold.
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They say indeed that when Damo died, she gave the same
instruction to her daughter, Bistala.

(trans. R.Hawley)
 
Lysis complains that even male students of Pythagoras did not
manage to reach the heights of Damo and of her daughter Bistala.

Another Pythagorean woman who is mentioned as silent and
brave is Timycha,25 wife of Myllios Crotoniates, who cut her own
tongue out so as not to give away secrets about Pythagorean beliefs.

Therefore, women fulfilled the requirements asked from them in
order to be initiated into Pythagorean philosophy: piety towards the
gods, obedience towards parents, absolute devotion to one man (their
husband), secrecy, prudence, bravery, harmony, avoidance of luxury,
frugality in attire and food and genuine shyness.

One might be surprised at the strictness of the moral principles
laid down by female Pythagorean students, and not by Pythagoras
himself, in order to keep women inside their homes, occupying
themselves with only their duties as wives and overseeing children
and maidservants. Woman, as an active member of the household,
not in the least inferior to man, in order to become initiated into
philosophy, should be even more devoted than he and should strictly
keep the moral precepts of the Pythagoreans, which were very strict
for both sexes. This strictness may have been aimed at protecting
women, and this is related to the great Pythagorean belief that ‘people
are bad’.

The aim of Pythagoras’ ‘preaching’ was to create a cultural
aristocracy and a religion based upon moral principles. No woman
can have remained indifferent to the demands of Pythagorean
philosophy, which propagated so noble a cause. The Pythagoreans
believed in man’s natural weakness. They professed that human
beings were created to be happy, and the whole organization of
private life and the political community was aimed, for them, at
creating lasting happiness and making it accessible to everyone.

Philosophy purges. It purges human life by delivering it from the
disorder of matter and the corrupting passions of the body. But this
has been difficult for man to achieve because our souls, slaves to our
bodies, have always been vulnerable to material passions; they have
often moved away from god, abstained from concord and order, and
gone deeper into the dark labyrinth of impropriety. The Pythagoreans
believed that they would prevent so great a danger through hard and
strict exercise, which would keep them in continuous touch with the
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dominating unity of the divine word and the harmonious balance of
the hierarchical order of the world. God, being the essence of happiness
and thus the only reason for the creation of beings, created for each
being a situation that is best suited to it. Therefore, the continuous
submission to order, harmony and the beauty of the universe meant
union with this common link that combined everything with the Whole
and was nothing else but the will and the thought of god himself.

Finally, there is a point not directly relevant to my paper that I
should like to make. I do not accept scholars’ recent distinction of
the works written by alleged Pythagorean women as I, II, or even
III, e.g. Theano I, Theano II, etc. It is useless and pointless. Men
may also lie behind these female names, and women may lie behind
male. Even if there is a difference in the language, these works may
have been written at different stages of the same author’s life. This is
true especially for the letters: they are all written under pseudonyms,
and it would be better if this were made clear first and the name and
the content followed: in any case these letters are not characteristic
of Pythagorean principles and beliefs.

NOTES
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